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Anta Basse Dial From Dakar,Senegal



…Senegal ,the land of « Teranga » 

Population: 13,567,338

Languages: French is the official language but most of the people speak their own ethnic language

Religions :Islam 92%; 2% (Christian community, includes Roman Catholics and diverse Protestant denominations); 6% have animist 
beliefs, particularly in the southeastern region of the country. 

Culture: On the land of “Teranga”, the Senegalese are socially well connected and support one another. “We never die of hunger in 
Senegal. That is “Teranga”

(hospitality) The Senegalese eagerly welcome visitors into their homes and proudly share their language and customs.

Peace: “Unlike the other West African countries, the Senegalese army has always stayed on military camps and not in power” Bassene



Senegal



Senegal



…Studying in Paris 

 Bachelor degree in economic and 
social administration ( Paris I 
Panthéon Sorbonne)

 Master in Local development: 
actors, mobilizations and territories 
(Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne IEDES)

 By local development ,we mean to 
set up development projects based 
on the resources and the capacities 
of the groups and the spaces in 
which we are intended to engage a 
process of development.



…Purpose of this internship/ Expectations

Application of all that I learnt during my Master's in development studies

Learning ( Difference between theory and practice)

Preparation for the entrance to the professional life

English improvement

Development instead of “développement”



…What I did at Africa Unite

Xenophobia Campaign ( 
Xenophobia must fall)

Fundraising: Proposal for 
water project, video for the 

Watsan project.

Complaint against the 
police at the SAHRC

Workshops ( 16 th july first 
day facilitating day by my 

own)

Logistics (Freedom day, 
women’s day)

Community dialog (Delft)

Meetings “you can change 
the world by simple 

meetings but the speech 
can sparked the leader in 
you” (SAHRC, Parliament 

and police)



…Campaigns



…Meetings



…Human Rights workshops



…Events



…Fundraising



…What I have learned at Africa Unite

Who to raise money (Fundraising, 
concept note and Sponsorship letters)

Leadership(Ghost Public Lippman)

Event planning ( logistics)



…What I have learned in general 

You are learning from your 
mistakes

There is a difference between 
being trained and being educated

There is a difference between 
knowing and seeing

Why once you come to Cape 
Town,you don’t want leave

Other African languages cultures 
( similarity and difference)



…Challenges that I have faced

Reliability of certain 
partner ( Freedom 
day event, Watsan

project)

Short notice event

Language





Questions



Thank you

I was honored to be part of Africa 
Unite’s family, you have bring more 
than expected to me as a person 
and to my professional skills. 

I might not know what development 
really is but, it is definitely 
something that I can wake up every 
morning for.

Wishing you many more success

Kind regards

Anta Basse Dial from Africa Unite


